Abstract-The design of modulation schemes for the physical layer network-coded two-way relaying scenario is considered with a protocol which employs two phases: multiple access (MA) phase and broadcast (BC) phase. It was observed by Koike-Akino et al. that adaptively changing the network coding map used at the relay according to the channel conditions greatly reduces the impact of MA interference which occurs at the relay during the MA phase and all these network coding maps should satisfy a requirement called the exclusive law. We show that every network coding map that satisfies the exclusive law is representable by a Latin Square and conversely, that this relationship can be used to get the network coding maps satisfying the exclusive law. The channel fade states for which the minimum distance of the effective constellation at the relay become zero are referred to as the singular fade states. For PSK modulation ( any power of 2), it is shown that there are singular fade states. Also, it is shown that the constraints which the network coding maps should satisfy so that the harmful effects of the singular fade states are removed, can be viewed equivalently as partially filled Latin Squares (PFLS). The problem of finding all the required maps is reduced to finding a small set of maps for PSK constellations ( any power of 
W
E consider the two-way wireless relaying scenario shown in Fig. 1 , where bidirectional data transfer takes place between the nodes A and B with the help of the relay R. It is assumed that all three nodes operate in half-duplex mode, i.e., they cannot transmit and receive simultaneously in the same frequency band. The relaying protocol consists of the following two phases: the multiple access (MA) phase, during which A and B simultaneously transmit to R and the broadcast (BC) phase during which R transmits to A and B. Network coding is employed at R in such a way that A (B) can decode the message of B (A), given that A (B) knows its own message.
The concept of physical layer network coding has attracted a lot of attention in recent times. The idea of physical layer network coding for the two way relay channel was first introduced in [3] , where the MA interference occurring at the relay was exploited so that the communication between the end nodes can be done using a two phase protocol. Information theoretic studies for the physical layer network coding scenario were reported in [4] and [5] . A differential modulation scheme with analog network coding for bidirectional relaying was proposed in [6] . The design principles governing the choice of modulation schemes to be used at the nodes for uncoded transmission were studied in [7] . An extension for the case when the nodes use convolutional codes was done in [8] . A multilevel coding scheme for the two-way relaying scenario was proposed in [9] . Power allocation strategies and lattice-based coding schemes for bidirectional relaying were proposed in [10] .
It was observed in [7] that for uncoded transmission, the network coding map used at the relay needs to be changed adaptively according to the channel fading coefficients, in order to minimize the impact of the MA interference. In this paper, it is shown that a finite number of network coding maps, obtained by completion of partially filled Latin Squares (PFLS), can effectively mitigate the effect of MA interference. Having obtained the network coding maps, the set of all possible channel realizations is quantized into a finite number of regions, with a specific network coding map chosen at R in a particular region. In [7] , a quantization was obtained using exhaustive computer search for 4-PSK signal set. In this paper, we obtain a quantization analytically for any -PSK signal set, for any power of 2.
A. Signal Model
Throughout the paper, is assumed to be a power of 2, unless mentioned explicitly as arbitrary . Let denote the symmetric -PSK constellation used at A and B, where , being a positive integer. Assume that A (B) wants to transmit a -bit binary tuple to B (A). Let denote the mapping 0018-9448 © 2013 IEEE from bits to complex symbols used at A and B. Throughout, the points in the -PSK signal set are assumed to be of the form An element will be simply denoted by throughout and all the results presented in the paper hold with no restriction on the mapping For all illustrative purposes, we use the binary-to-decimal conversion map.
MA Phase: Let , denote the complex symbols transmitted by A and B, respectively, where . The received signal at is given by where and are the fading coefficients associated with the A-R and B-R links, respectively. The additive noise is assumed to be , where denotes the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with variance . We assume a block fading scenario, with the ratio denoted as , where and is referred as the fade state and for simplicity, also denoted by Also, it is assumed that is distributed according to a continuous probability distribution. Throughout the paper, all the distances are assumed to be normalized with respect to . Throughout, it is assumed that channel state information is available only at the receivers.
Let denote the effective constellation seen at the relay during the MA phase, i.e., Let denote the minimum distance between the points in the constellation , i.e.,
(1) From (1), it is clear that there exists values of for which . Let . The elements of are said to be the singular fade states. An alternative definition of singular fade state is as follows.
Definition 1: A fade state is said to be a singular fade state, if the cardinality of the signal set is less than . For example, consider the case when symmetric 4-PSK signal set is used at the nodes A and B, i.e., . For , , since, Alternatively, when , the constellation has only 12 points. Hence is a singular fade state for the case when 4-PSK signal set is used at A and B.
Let denote the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of at R based on the received complex number , i.e., (2) Broadcast (BC) Phase: Depending on the value of , R chooses a many-to-one map , where is the signal set (of size between and ) used by R during the phase. The elements in which are mapped on to the same complex number in by the map are said to form a cluster. Let denote the set of all such clusters. The formation of clusters for is called clustering. Let denote a generic clustering. Also, let denote the cluster to which belongs under the clustering
The received signals at A and B during the BC phase are, respectively, given by (3) where is the complex number transmitted by R. The fading coefficients corresponding to the R-A and R-B links are denoted by and , respectively, and the additive noises and are ). In order to ensure that A (B) is able to decode B's (A's) message, the map should satisfy the exclusive law [7] , i.e.,
If the fade state is a singular fade state, R cannot distinguish between those pairs and for which . Hence, the map should be such that , for all such pairs and .
Definition 2:
The cluster distance between a pair of clusters and is the minimum among all the distances calculated between the points and , where and .
Definition 3:
The minimum cluster distance of the clustering under the fade state is the minimum among all the cluster distances, i.e.,
The minimum cluster distance determines the performance during the MA phase of relaying. The performance during the BC phase is determined by the minimum distance of the signal set . Throughout, we restrict ourselves to optimizing the performance during the MA phase. Even though the probability that a particular realization of is a singular fade state is zero, for values of in the neighborhood of the singular fade states, the value of is greatly reduced, a phenomenon referred to as distance shortening. To remove the harmful effect of distance shortening, in the neighborhood of every singular fade state, the clustering chosen should be such that the minimum cluster distance at that singular fade state is nonzero. Otherwise, the relay decodes to a wrong cluster and hence transmits a wrong network-coded symbol with a very high probability, when the channel fade state falls in the neighborhood of a singular fade state. In [18] , the different error events contributing the end-to-end average symbol error probability and their connection to the singular fade states have been identified. It has been shown in [18] that by ensuring a nonzero minimum cluster distance for all realizations of the fade state, i.e., by avoiding the distance shortening in the neighborhood of singular fade states by their removal, the diversity order of certain error events can be made two instead of one. A clustering is said to remove a singular fade state , if the minimum cluster distance is greater than zero. If there are more than one clusterings which remove a singular fade state, choose any one of them.
Let denote the set of all such clusterings which remove the singular fade states.
Note 1: For every singular fade state, the set contains exactly one clustering which removes that singular fade state. The clusterings which belong to the set need not be distinct, since a single clustering can remove more than one singular fade state, as shown in the following example.
Example 1: In the case of BPSK, with signal set , if the fade state is the distance between the pairs is zero as in Fig. 2(a) . Similarly, when the distance between the pairs is zero as in Fig. 2(b) . The following clustering removes both the singular fade states and :
In practice, the channel fade state need not to be a singular fade state. In such a scenario, one possible way of choosing the clustering is to choose the one which maximizes the minimum cluster distance under among all the clusterings which remove the singular fade states. In other words, for , the clustering is chosen to be This criterion for choosing the clustering involves computing the minimum cluster distance under of all the clusterings which remove the singular fade states. In Section VII-A, we provide an alternative criterion for choosing the clustering for which involves a lesser computational complexity. Since the clusterings which remove the singular fade states are known to all three nodes and are finite in number, the clustering used for a particular realization of the fade state can be indicated by R to A and B using overhead bits. [7] In [7] , it is claimed that the clustering used by the relay is indicated to A and B by using overhead bits. However, the procedure suggested in [7] to obtain the set of all clusterings was using a computer search algorithm (closest-neighbor clustering (CNC) algorithm), which involved varying the fade state values over the entire complex plane, i.e., , and finding the clustering for each value of channel realization. The total number of network codes which would result is known only after the algorithm is run for all possible realizations which is uncountably infinite and hence the number of overhead bits required is not known beforehand. Moreover, performing such an exhaustive search is extremely difficult in practice, especially when the cardinality of the signal set is large. Choosing the network coding map at the relay node for a given realization of can be done in two ways. 1) Boundaries of the quantization regions based on the choice of the network coding map can be stored at the relay node and the relay can decide on the choice of the network coding map based on the region to which belongs. Obtaining the boundaries for the CNC algorithm is extremely complicated, since it involves performing computer search for an uncountably infinite number of values. In contrast, we provide a simple criterion (Criterion 2 in Section VII-A) based on which the boundaries of the channel quantization regions can be obtained analytically in closed form. 2) Instead of storing the boundaries, to determine the network coding map, the relay can choose to run the CNC algorithm for every realization of which involves computations. In contrast, implementing Criterion 2 provided in Section VII-A by doing computations at the relay node involves a complexity order of only In the CNC algorithm suggested in [7] , the network coding map is obtained by considering the entire distance profile. The disadvantages of such an approach are twofold.
B. Issues With Koike-Akino Popovski Tarokh's Approach
1) Considering the entire distance profile, instead of the minimum cluster distance alone which contributes dominantly to the error probability, results in an extremely large number of network coding maps, which in turn results in more overhead bits to convey the choice of the network coding map. For example, for 8-PSK signal set, the CNC algorithm results in more than 5000 maps and the number of overhead bits required is at least 13. In contrast, for the proposed scheme, the number of maps is upper bounded by the number of singular fade states. For the proposed scheme, for 8-PSK signal set, the number of maps is less than 104 and the number of overhead bits required is 7. 2) Since the CNC algorithm tries to optimize the entire distance profile, for several channel realizations, the number of clusters in the clustering obtained is greater than which is the minimum number required for the satisfaction of exclusive law given in (4) . This adversely affects the performance during the BC phase, since the cardinality of the signal set used in the BC phase is equal to the number of clusters in the clustering used at R. In [7] , to overcome the two problems mentioned above, another algorithm called the nearest neighbor clustering (NNC) algorithm is proposed, in which for a given , an exhaustive search is performed among all the network coding maps obtained using the CNC algorithm and a map with the minimum number of clusters is chosen. The difficulty which arises in performing the exhaustive search for the CNC algorithm carries over to this algorithm as well.
C. Contributions and Organization
To avoid the problems mentioned in the previous section, we suggest a scheme, which is based on the removal of all the singular fade states. Since the number of singular fade states is finite (the exact number of singular fade states and their location in the complex plane are discussed in Section II), the total number of network coding maps used is upper bounded by the number of singular fade states. In fact, the total number of network coding maps required is shown to be lesser than the total number of singular fade states in Section V. In other words, the total number of network coding maps required is known exactly, which determines the number of overhead bits required. It is shown in Section III that the problem of obtaining clusterings which remove all the singular fade states reduces to completing a finite number of PFLS, which completely avoids the problem of performing exhaustive search for an uncountably infinite number of values.
Note that all the details related to the location of the singular fade states in the complex plane, the number of singular fade states, and the Latin Squares which remove these singular fade states worked out in this paper are valid only for PSK signal set. The problem of finding the singular fade states and the Latin Squares for QAM signal set has been considered in [11] . Unlike PSK signal set, for QAM signal set, the exact number of singular fade states is still unknown and only bounds are available [11] .
The contributions and organization of the paper are as follows.
1) It is shown that when -PSK signal set is used at A and B, the singular fade states lie on circles, with singular fade states on each circle. (see Section II).
2) It is shown that the requirement of satisfying the exclusive law is the same as the clustering being represented by a Latin Square and the clusterings which remove singular fade states can be obtained by the completion of appropriate PFLS (Section III-A). 3) Using properties of the set of Latin Squares for a given set of parameters, the problem of finding the set of maps corresponding to all the singular fade states can be simplified to finding the same for only for a small subset of singular fade states (Section III-A certain Latin Squares for -PSK signal set are obtainable from the Latin Squares for -PSK signal set (see Section V-B). 9) It is shown analytically that the (complex fade state) plane can be partitioned into two regions: a region called the clustering-independent region in which any clustering satisfying the exclusive law gives the same minimum cluster distance and the other region called the clustering-dependent region in which the choice of the clustering impacts the minimum cluster distance (see Section VI-A). For the case when -PSK signal set is used at A and B, the explicit boundaries of the clustering-independent region are obtained (see Section VI-B). 10) A simple decision criterion which can be used at R, to decide which one of the Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states needs to be used, for a given , is provided (see Section VII-A). A quantization of the clustering-dependent region for -PSK signal set is obtained analytically, based on which one of the Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states is used at R (see Section VII-B). 11) As an example of the channel quantization obtained analytically, the channel quantization for the case when the nodes A and B use 4-PSK signal set is provided in Section VII-C. This channel quantization obtained for 4-PSK signal set turns out to be the same as the one obtained for the NNC algorithm in [7] using computer search. 12) Simulation results for 8-PSK signal set show that the proposed scheme performs better than the pure XOR network code and in some conditions outperforms the scheme proposed in [7] (see Section VIII).
II. SINGULAR FADE STATES FOR -PSK SIGNAL SET
In this section, the location and the total number of singular fade states in the complex plane are obtained for -PSK signal set. The points in the symmetric -PSK signal set are assumed to be of the form and is of the form , where is a positive integer. Let denote the difference constellation of the -PSK signal set , i.e., . For any M-PSK signal set, the set is of the form, 
where and . From (1) , it follows that the singular fade states are of the form for some . The following Lemma is useful in finding the number of singular fade states in the complex plane. 
III. EXCLUSIVE LAW AND LATIN SQUARES
Definition 4 [12] : A Latin Square L of order on the symbols from the set is an M M array, in which each cell contains one symbol and each symbol occurs at most once in each row and column.
Let the nodes A and B use the same constellation of size (the signal set can be arbitrary, not necessarily PSK). Consider an M M array at the relay with the rows (columns) indexed by the constellation point used by node A (B), i.e., symbols from the set . The relay is allowed to use any constellation with size . Our aim is to form clusters from the slots in the array such that the exclusive law is satisfied. To do so, we will fill in the slots in the array with the elements of set and the clusters are obtained by taking all the row-column pairs such that the entry in the th slot is the same symbol from for a cluster. The specific symbols from are not important, but it is the set of clusters that are important. Now, it is easy to see that if the exclusive law needs to be satisfied, then the clustering should be such that an element in a row (column) cannot be repeated in the same row (column). Thus, all the relay clusterings which satisfy the exclusive law form Latin Squares. Hence, we have the following. When the end nodes use constellations of the same size, every map which satisfies the exclusive law forms a Latin Square, and every Latin Square forms a valid network coding map satisfying the exclusive law.
With this observation, the study of clustering which satisfies the exclusive law can be equivalently carried out as the study of Latin Squares with appropriate parameters.
A. Removing Singular Fade States, Singularity-Removal Constraints and Constrained Partial Latin Squares
Let and be the pairs which result in the same point in the effective constellation at the relay for a singular fade state, where . Note that denote the constellation points used by node A and denote the constellation points used by node B. If they are not clustered together, the minimum cluster distance will be zero. To avoid this, these two pairs should be in the same cluster. This requirement is termed as the singularity-removal constraint. So, we need to obtain Latin Squares which can remove singular fade states and with the minimum value for Therefore, initially we will fill the slots in the array such that for the slots corresponding to a singularity-removal constraint the same element will be used to fill slots. This removes that particular singular fade state. Such a PFLS is called a constrained partial Latin Square (CPLS). After this, to make this a Latin Square, we will try to fill the other slots of the partially filled CPLS with minimum number of symbols from the set Note 2: The observation that all clusterings which satisfy the exclusive law form Latin Squares is true for all signal sets of the same size used at A and B. But the singular fade states and the corresponding CPLS vary depending on the signal set used.
Example 3: Consider the case where both A and B use BPSK as shown in Fig. 2 , where the effect of noise is neglected. There are two singular fade states, one at and the other at We try to eliminate the singular fade states one by one. First to remove the symbol in th row st column (henceforth the slot (0,1)) and the symbol in (1,0) should be same. Otherwise, the minimum cluster distance will be zero. We use symbol 1 (choice of this symbol will not alter the clustering) for this and we will get the CPLS as in Fig. 7 (a). This uniquely completes to the Latin Square in Fig. 7 (b). Notice that this will remove the singular fade state also. This Latin Square corresponds to the bitwise XOR mapping. With higher order constellations, the number of singular fade states increases and the bitwise XOR mapping does not remove all the singular fade states.
Note 3:
The row and column indices of a Latin Square, which are numbers from 0 to , denote the signal points used by A and B, whereas the numbers 0 to filled in the cells of the Latin Squares denote the signal points transmitted during the BC phase.
Consider the Latin Square whose cells are filled in with the decimal equivalent of the bitwise XOR of the row and column indices represented in binary, which is referred to as the bitwise XOR Latin Square. The following lemma shows that bitwise XOR Latin Square removes both the singular fade states and , for any -PSK signal set. Lemma 3: When the user nodes use -PSK constellations, the singular fade states and are removed by the bitwise XOR Latin Square.
Proof: See Appendix B. Note 4: When the bitwise XOR Latin Square is used at R, the mapping from bits to complex symbols need not necessarily be the binary-to-decimal conversion map and it can be arbitrary.
Note 5: Lemma 3 need not be true for other (non-PSK) signal sets. In particular, the bitwise XOR mapping does not remove the singular fade states and when the end nodes use regular square -QAM constellations . In any regular -QAM signal set , one can find three points of the form , where , and are integers, for which For , the effective constellation at R during the MA phase contains the point with multiplicity at least two since for . Let , and denote the labels for and respectively. For the singular fade state is a singularity-removal constraint. But the bitwise XOR Latin Square does not satisfy this constraint since the th cell is filled in with zero in the bitwise XOR Latin Square while the th cell is not. By a similar argument, it follows that the bitwise XOR Latin Square does not remove the singular fade state , for -QAM signal set . Definition 4 [13] : Two Latin Squares and (using the same symbol set) are isotopic if there is a triple where is a row permutation, is a column permutation, and is a symbol permutation, such that applying these permutations on gives Lemma 5 implies that it is enough to obtain the Latin Squares which remove those singular fade states which lie on or inside the unit circle centered at the origin. The Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states which lie outside the unit circle can be obtained by taking transpose. It can be verified that is isotopic to with the symbols alone permuted (i.e., the clusterings corresponding to and are the same). From Lemma 5,  obtained from by cyclic shifting of columns, remove the singular fade states . respectively. To sum up, the Latin Squares remove all the 12 singular fade states. It is important to note that the choice of the set of Latin Squares that remove all the singular fade states is not unique, since the same singular fade state can be removed by more than one Latin Square. For example, the singular fade state is removed by the Latin Square shown in Fig. 9 (e) as well.
B. Illustration-End Nodes Use QPSK Signal Set

IV. SINGULARITY-REMOVAL CONSTRAINTS FOR -PSK SIGNAL SET
It was shown in Section III-A that the singularity-removal constraints can be equivalently viewed as a CPLS. In the following section, the structure of the CPLS for -PSK signal set is obtained.
A. Structure of CPLS for -PSK Signal Set
In this section, the structure of the CPLS is shown to be the one referred to as -plex which is defined as follows.
Definition 6 [14] 1 : An PFLS is said to be a -plex of order with symbols, if exactly cells are filled in each row and in each column, with each one of the symbols filling exactly cells in total. An PFLS which is a -plex of order with symbols is simply referred to as a -plex of order .
For example, Fig. 10 (a) shows a 2-plex of order 4 with eight symbols and Fig. 10 (b) shows a 2-plex of order 4. Note that a -plex of order need not be always completable to a filled Latin Square with symbols. For example, the 2-plex of order 4 shown in Fig. 10 (b) cannot be completed using four symbols, since the cell corresponding to the zeroth row and third column cannot be filled with any of the four symbols . 1 The definition of -plex given in this paper is slightly different from the one given in [14] . The Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states on the unit circle were obtained in Section III-A. The following lemma gives the structure of the CPLS for those singular fade states which lie on circles with radii , for the case when both and are odd or both and are even.
Lemma 6: For a singular fade state , where both and are odd or both are even, the singularity-removal constraints are given by 2 where . Proof: See Appendix D. For example, for the 8-PSK signal set, the CPLS corresponding to the singular fade state , is shown in Fig. 11 . The following lemma gives the structure of the CPLS for those singular fade states which lie on circles , for the case when only one among and is odd. only one between and is odd, the singularity-removal constraints are given by where . Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 6 and is omitted.
The structure of the CPLS for -PSK signal set, is shown to be a 4-plex of order with symbols or a 2-plex of order , as stated in the following lemma. Lemma 8: The CPLS obtained after filling in the singularityremoval constraints corresponding to a singular fade state which lies on the circle with radius , , forms a 4-plex of order with symbols if and forms a 2-plex of order otherwise. Proof: See Appendix E. For example, for 8-PSK signal set, the CPLS corresponding to the singular fade state , shown in Fig. 11 , is a 4-plex of order 8 with 16 symbols. The CPLS corresponding to the singular fade state , which is a 2-plex of order 8, is shown in Fig. 12 .
If the same symbol is filled in those cells which belong to two different singularity-removal constraints, the singularity-removal constraints are said to be combined. For example, let and be two singularity-removal constraints for some singular fade state. If the cells in the Latin Square which removes the singular fade state are filled using the same symbols, then the singularity-removal constraints and are said to be combined. It is shown in the following lemma that by combining the singularity-removal constraints, any CPLS which is a 4-plex of order with symbols can be transformed into a 4-plex of order .
Lemma 9: For , the CPLS corresponding to the singular fade state which lies on the circle , obtained after filling in the singularity-removal constraints, can be transformed into a 4-plex of order by appropriately combining the singularity-removal constraints.
Proof: See Appendix F. For example, for 8-PSK signal set, the CPLS corresponding to the singular fade state , shown in Fig. 11 , can be transformed into a 4-plex of order 8, as shown in Fig. 13 , by appropriately combining the singularity-removal constraints.
The completability of a -plex of order with symbols is discussed in the following section.
B. Completability of a -Plex of Order With Symbols
It was shown in [7] that for the case when QPSK signal set is used during the MA phase, there exists certain values of fade state for which a clustering with cardinality 5 needs to be used. While the use of clusterings with cardinality 5 reduces the impact of MA interference, it adversely impacts the performance during the BC phase, since the relay needs to use a five point signal set during the BC phase. The number of symbols used to fill in the Latin Square is equal to the size of the signal set used during the BC phase. If more than symbols are used to fill in the Latin Square, a signal set with cardinality greater than needs to be used during the BC phase, which degrades the performance. The completion of the 2-plexes and the 4-plexes of order , obtained from the CPLS after combining the singularity-removal constraints, using exactly symbols is advantageous, since it ensures that a signal set of minimum cardinality will be used during the BC phase. The completability of 2-plexes and 4-plexes using symbols, means that the removal of singular fade states during the MA phase does not come at the cost of a degraded performance during the BC phase.
Whether a partially filled Latin Square is completable using symbols or not is an open problem. Burton [15] conjectured the following regarding the completability of the PFLS which forms a -plex of order .
Conjecture 1: A -plex of order is completable using symbols, for . By explicitly providing all the Latin Squares, for 8-PSK signal set, it is shown in the next section (Example 4, Section V-A) that the CPLS corresponding to all the singular fade states are completable using eight symbols. If Conjecture 1 were indeed true, the 4-plexes and the 2-plexes obtained from the CPLS corresponding to the different singular fade states, can be completed using symbols, for any power of 2 greater than or equal to 16. Even though, the problem of completability of a -plex in general remains unsolved, in the Section V-A, it is shown that the structure of the singularity-removal constraints allows the construction of explicit Latin Squares, for some singular fade states. In other words, by providing some explicit constructions, it is shown that the 4-plexes of order corresponding to some of the singular fade states are always completable using symbols. The problem of designing maps to remove all the singular fade states for general -PSK signal set with symbols remains open.
V. SOME SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF LATIN SQUARES As discussed in Section II, the singular fade states lie on circles with radii . It was shown in Section III-A that all the Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states on the unit circle (i.e., the case when ) can be obtained from the bitwise XOR map, by appropriate column permutation. In Section V-A, an explicit construction is provided to obtain Latin Squares for the case when both and are odd. Note that the cells in the Latin Squares obtained are filled using exactly symbols. It was observed in [7] that for 4-PSK signal set there exists clusterings which remove more than one singular fade state. The Latin Squares obtained from the construction given in Section V-A remove multiple singular fade states.
The construction procedure given in Section V-B involves obtaining the Latin squares for certain singular fade states for -PSK signal set from the ones already obtained for -PSK signal set. 
A. Construction of Latin Squares Which Remove Multiple Singular Fade States
Let (both and odd) denote the Latin Square with the following clustering: 1) clusters of the form , for
2) clusters of the form , for
The following example illustrates the construction of the Latin Square, with the clustering mentioned above. Consider the case when , , and . We start with only the first row filled as shown in Fig. 14(a) . The cells in which 0s appear are filled next, by traversing the Latin Square, steps forward and step to the right, as depicted in Fig. 14(a) . The cells in which 1s appear are filled next, by traversing the Latin Square, steps forward and step to the left, as in Fig. 14(b) . In a similar way, the remaining cells in the Latin Square can also be filled to obtain the Latin Square shown in Fig. 14(b) . Similarly, let (both and odd) denote the Latin Square with the following clustering. . The Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states which lie on the unit circle can be obtained from the bit-wise XOR map, as described in Section III-A. The Latin Squares which remove one singular fade state each on the other five circles which lie inside the unit circle, shown in Fig. 16 , were obtained by manually completing the corresponding PFLS. Recall from Section III-A that it is enough to obtain one Latin Square per circle, for those singular fade states which lie on or inside the unit circle.
B. Construction of Latin Squares for -PSK Signal Set From That of PSK Signal Set
In the previous section, an explicit construction of Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states on the circle , both and odd, was provided. In this section, it is
shown that for -PSK signal set, Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states on the circle , both and even, , and , can be constructed from the Latin Squares obtained for PSK signal set. This reduces the effort in finding the set of Latin Squares for -PSK signal set, since many of them can be obtained from those of -PSK signal set, provided the Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states are known for -PSK signal set. Latin Squares which remove those singular fade states which lie on circles with radii where both and are even, and and are odd, can be obtained from the constructions provided in the previous section, for -PSK signal set. From the Latin Squares thus obtained, the Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states which lie on circles with radii can be obtained for the -PSK signal set, using the construction provided in this subsection. Fig. 15 , which removes the singular fade state for 8-PSK signal set, as follows:
and are chosen to be as shown in Fig. 17(a) . The Latin Squares and are chosen to be to obtain the Latin Square shown in Fig. 17(b) .
The following theorem gives the construction for a Latin 
Proof:
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2 and is omitted.
In this section, construction procedure was provided to obtain the Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states which lie on circles with radii , where both and are even, , and
. The total number of such circles is . It is enough if we obtain one Latin Square per circle for those circles which lie inside the unit circle, since the Latin Square corresponding to all other singular fade states can be obtained by appropriately performing column permutation and taking transpose. Hence, to remove all the singular fade states on circles with radii , where both and are even, , and , it is enough if we obtain Latin Squares from the construction procedure described in this section.
The Latin Squares constructed so far (the bitwise XOR map and the ones obtained in Sections A and B of this section), which are in number, are sufficient to obtain all the Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states which lie on circles. The Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states which lie on the other circles inside the unit circle can be found using computer search. It is sufficient to obtain Latin Squares in total, from which all the Latin Squares which remove the singular fade states can be obtained, for .
VI. CLUSTERING-INDEPENDENT REGION
In Sections III-V, the removal of singular fade states by the completion of PFLS was discussed in detail. In practice, can take any value in the complex plane (it takes a value equal to one of the singular fade states with zero probability). One of the Latin Squares obtained, which remove the singular fade states needs to be chosen, depending on the value of . In other words, the set of all possible values of needs to be partitioned depending upon which one of the Latin Squares obtained is chosen at R. In this section, it is shown that for certain values of any clustering satisfying the exclusive law gives the same minimum cluster distance and hence any one of the Latin Squares obtained can be chosen. Such a region in the complex plane is referred to as the clustering-independent region.
Definition 8: The set of all values of the fade state (the region in the complex plane) for which any clustering satisfying the exclusive law gives the same minimum cluster distance is defined to be the clustering-independent region. The region in the complex plane other than the clustering-independent region is referred to as the clustering-dependent region.
A. Existence of the Clustering-Independent Region for -PSK Signal Set
The following lemma, which gives an upper bound on the minimum cluster distance, is useful to prove the existence of the clustering-independent region for -PSK signal set.
Lemma 10: For any clustering satisfying the exclusive law, with unit energy -PSK signal set used at A and B during the MA phase, is upper bounded as (7) Proof: Since satisfies the exclusive law, , where and . From the definition of , we have (8) since the minimum distance of the unit energy M-PSK constellation is . Similarly, we have , where and . As a result we have,
Combining (8) and (9), we obtain (7). For , from (1), it can be seen that occurs when and the value of . Hence for from the upper-bound in (7) in Lemma 10 and from the fact that it follows that irrespective of the choice of the clustering By a similar argument, for it follows that irrespective of the choice of the clustering Hence, the region in the complex plane for which and , the minimum cluster distance is the same for all the clusterings satisfying the exclusive law and hence belongs to the clustering-independent region. The clusteringindependent region for -PSK signal set is obtained explicitly in the following section.
B. Clustering-Independent Region for M-PSK Signal Set
Let denote the region defined as For , Hence, (10) Similarly, let the region be defined as
The clustering-independent region, denoted by , is the union of the regions and . Using the transformation in (10), we obtain the region which is the same as This is stated as the following lemma. Lemma 11: The region is obtained by the complex inversion of the region . From Lemma 11, it is clear that once we obtain , can be obtained by complex inversion.
The outer envelope region formed by the unit circles with centers at and is defined to be the region exterior to the outer envelope formed by the circles. For example, for , the outer envelope region formed by the eight unit circles with centers at and is the shaded region shown in Fig. 18 .
The region for -PSK signal set is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 4: For -PSK signal set, the region is the outer envelope region formed by the unit circles with centers at and . Proof: See Appendix K. Recall from Section II that the singular fade states lie on circles centered at the origin. It can be verified that the centers of the circles given in Theorem 4, used to obtain are nothing but the singular fade states which lie on the two outermost circles. In others words, the region is the outer envelope region formed by the unit circles, whose centers are the singular fade states which lie on the two outermost circles. From Lemma 11, it follows that the region can be obtained by complex inversion (the transformation ) of the region given in Theorem 4. In other words, if . From Theorem 1, it follows that if or , any clustering satisfying the exclusive law gives the same minimum cluster distance. This results in a huge reduction in complexity at the relay. The relay needs to adaptively switch between the network coding maps, only if the fade state falls in the region between the circles centered at the origin with radii and . In the rest of the region in the complex fade state plane, any clustering satisfying the exclusive law can be used (for simplicity, the XOR map itself can be used). The above observations are illustrated in the following examples.
Example 5: Consider the case when the nodes A and B use 4-PSK signal set. For this case, the eight unit circles centered at the singular fade states lying on the two outermost circles are shown in Fig. 18 . The region described in Theorem 4 is the shaded region in Fig. 18 . The region is the shaded region in Fig. 19 The eight circles shown in Fig. 18 , respectively, become four circles and four straight lines, after complex inversion as shown in Fig. 19. 2) The circles which touch the origin become straight lines after complex inversion. The four circles shown in Fig. 18 which touch the origin, after complex inversion become the four straight lines shown in Fig. 19. 3) The circles which are orthogonal 3 to the unit circle centered at the origin are reflected about the real axis after complex inversion. Hence, the four circles in Fig. 18 , which are orthogonal to the unit circle centered at the origin, become the four circles , as shown in Fig. 19 . The union of shaded regions in Figs. 18 and 19 , respectively, is the clustering-independent region.
Adaptive switching between the network coding maps needs to be done, only if the fade state falls in the unshaded region, i.e., the region between the circles of radii and (the circles and ) shown in Fig. 20 . In the rest of the region in the complex fade state plane, the XOR map itself can be used.
Example 6: Consider the case when the nodes A and B use 8-PSK signal set. For this case, the 16 unit circles centered at the singular fade states lying on the two outermost circles are shown in Fig. 21 . The region described in Theorem 4 is the shaded region in Fig. 21 . The circles shown in Fig. 21 , after complex inversion, respectively become the circles shown in Fig. 22 . The region which is obtained by the complex inversion of is the shaded region in Fig. 22 . The union of the shaded regions in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively, is the clustering-independent region.
Adaptive switching between the network coding maps needs to be done, only if the fade state falls in the unshaded region, i.e., in the region between the circles of radii and (the circles and ) shown in Fig. 23 . In the rest of the region in the complex fade state plane, the XOR map itself can be used.
VII. QUANTIZATION OF THE CLUSTERING-DEPENDENT REGION
In the previous section, the region in the complex plane in which the choice of Latin Square does not affect the minimum cluster distance (the clustering-independent region) was obtained analytically. In this section, the clustering-dependent region, in which the choice of Latin Square matters, is quantized based on which one of the Latin Squares obtained to remove a singular fade state is used for a given realization of
A. Criteria for Channel Quantization
The scheme proposed in this paper is based on the removal of singular fade states. The probability that a given realization of is a singular fade state is zero. The following two criteria are provided for choosing the clustering at R for a given realization of . Criterion 1: Choose the clustering which maximizes the minimum cluster distance under from the set of clusterings which remove the singular fade states, i.e., choose the clustering to be Criterion 2: Let be defined as (11) If , then choose the clustering which removes the singular fade state Note that in Criterion 2, the pair which results in the minimum need not be unique, but for all such pairs is the same.
Both Criterion 1 and Criterion 2 remove the harmful effects of distance shortening in the neighborhood of singular fade states. Some of the advantages of Criterion 2 over Criterion 1 are as follows.
1) Since Criterion 2 is based on the closed form metric given in (11) , it enables us to analytically obtain the quantization of the clustering-dependent region based on the choice of the network coding map. Recall that Criterion 1 is based on the minimum cluster distance under Unlike Criterion 2, for Criterion 1, the quantization of the clustering-dependent region depends on the choice of the Latin Squares used for the removal of singular fade states, which is not unique. 4 Hence, it is very difficult to analytically obtain the quantization of the clustering-dependent region for Criterion 1. To obtain the quantization region for Criterion 1, minimum cluster distance under needs to be found using computer search, for all the clusterings which belong to for all the realizations of which is uncountably infinite.
2) As discussed earlier in Section I-B, implementation of the proposed scheme at the relay can be done in two ways: a) The boundaries of the quantization region can be stored at the relay and the decision regarding which clustering to use can be made by finding the region in which falls. The boundaries for the case when Criterion 2 is used are available analytically in closed form and hence can be easily stored. In contrast, for Criterion 1, the boundaries are not available in closed form and distance computations for uncountably infinite values of need to be carried out to find the boundaries. b) To implement Criterion 1, for every realization of the relay can choose to compute the minimum cluster distances for all the clusterings which belong to For every clustering which belongs to computing the minimum cluster distance under involves computations. To implement Criterion 2, the relay needs to compute the decision criterion metric given in (11) . The computational complexity of the decision criterion metric given in (11) depends on the number of values possible for , and the phase difference . Since the points in the difference constellation lie on circles with equidistant points on each circle, there are possibilities each for and , and possibilities for . Hence, the total number of computations required is , which is of order
The quantization of the clustering-dependent region based on Criterion 2 is obtained analytically in the next subsection.
B. Quantization of the Clustering-Dependent Region For M-PSK Signal Set
Associated with each singular fade state, we have a region in the (complex fade state) plane in which the clustering which removes that singular fade state is used at R. Let denote the region associated with the singular fade state when Criterion 2 is used at R, i.e., (12) In this section, it is shown that the boundaries of the region are either circles or straight lines and the procedure to obtain the regions associated with all the singular fade states analytically is provided.
Recall from Section II that the singular fade states which lie on the same circle have phase angles of the form or , depending on the radius of the circle. There is a symmetry in the singular fade state plane. Hence, in order to obtain all the regions , it is enough to consider the regions corresponding to those singular fade states which lie on the lines and . The regions corresponding to the other singular fade states can be obtained by symmetry. In other words, without loss of generality we can assume that the singular fade state lies on the line or . Lemma 12: The region , is the region obtained by the complex inversion of the region . Proof: The result follows from the fact that when the roles of A and B are interchanged, the singular fade state becomes and a point becomes .
From Lemma 12, it follows that it is enough if we obtain the region corresponding to those singular fade states which lie outside the unit circle centered at the origin. The regions corresponding to those singular fade states which lie inside the unit circle centered at the origin can be obtained by complex inversion. In the rest of this section, it is assumed that the region to be obtained is associated with a singular fade state which lies outside the unit circle.
For example, for the case when 4-PSK signal set is used at A and B, it is enough if we obtain the regions corresponding to those singular fade states which lie on the circle with radius . The regions corresponding to those singular fade states which lie on the circle with radius can be obtained by complex inversion of the regions corresponding to those singular fade states which lie on the circle with radius . We need not explicitly draw the boundaries of the regions corresponding to those singular fade states which lie on the unit circle. These regions are the regions left over, after the regions corresponding to all other singular fade states are obtained.
Definition 9:
The pairwise transition boundary formed by the singular fade states and denoted by , is the set of values of for which Let It is easy to see that the pair is independent of Also, note that the pair which results in the minimum need not be unique, but for all such pairs will be equal. The curve can be written as
Lemma 13:
The pairwise transition boundaries are either circles or straight lines.
Proof: The curve which is the same as the curve can be obtained by applying the transformation given by on the curve , which is the unit circle centered at the origin. The transformation is a linear-fractional transformation [16] under which circles become either circles or straight lines. Hence, the pairwise transition boundaries, which are the curves obtained by applying a linear-fractional transformation on the unit circle centered at the origin, are either circles or straight lines.
Let denote the number of singular fade states. From (12), it can be seen that in order to obtain the boundaries of the region , we need to draw pairwise transition boundaries , where
. From Lemma 13, it follows that the boundaries of the region are circles or straight lines. We have The curve is the straight line and for , . Similarly, the curve is the straight line and for , . Hence, from the above facts and from (12) , it follows that should lie inside the wedge formed by the lines and . In the rest of the discussion, for simplicity, let denote the singular fade state . From Lemma 14, for the case when 8-PSK signal set is used at A and B, the region (the singular fade state is the point in Fig. 24 ) lies inside the wedge formed by the straight lines and (the straight lines and in Fig. 24 ). In the sequel, it is shown that in order to obtain the boundaries of the region , we need not consider all the curves where Lemma 15: In order to obtain the boundaries for , where the singular fade state lies on the line , among the curves it is enough to consider those for which the singular fade state lies on the lines , , and . Proof: See Appendix I. The implication of Lemma 15 is that the region associated with a singular fade state on the line can have boundaries only with the regions associated with those singular fade states which lie on the lines , and For example, for the case when 8-PSK signal set is used at A and B, to obtain the region , it is enough to consider the pairwise transition boundaries , for which the singular fade states lie on the lines , , and . Lemma 16: Consider the region , where lies on the line In order to obtain the boundaries for it is enough to consider the unit circle centered at the origin (which is the curve denotes the complex conjugate of ) and those curves , for which and . If the singular fade state lies on one of the two outermost circles, then the unit circle centered at also needs to be considered.
Proof: See Appendix J. The implication of Lemma 16 is that the region associated with a singular fade state which lies outside the unit circle, can have boundaries only with the regions associated with and those singular fade states which lie on or outside the unit circle.
For example, consider the case when 8-PSK signal set is used at A and B. As shown in Fig. 24 , the singular fade states outside the unit circle lie on circles with radii belonging to the set .
To obtain the region , from Lemma 16, among the pairwise transition boundaries formed by with those singular fade states which lie on line, it is enough to consider the curves:
and the unit circle centered at the origin. The curves and are respectively the straight line , the circle , and the circle shown in Fig. 24 . The unit circle centered at the origin is the circle shown in Fig. 24 . Among the pairwise transition boundaries formed by with those singular fade states which lie on , it is enough to consider the following curves: and (the straight lines and in Fig. 24) , and (the circles and in Fig. 24 ) and and (the straight lines and in Fig. 24 ).
Definition 10: The inner envelope region formed by a singular fade state and a set of circles and straight lines in the complex plane is defined to be the interior region formed by the boundaries which are closest to the singular fade state. Note that the singular fade state will always be enclosed by boundaries formed by circles or straight lines.
For example, the inner envelope region formed by the singular fade state (the point in Fig. 24 ) and the curves shown in Fig. 24 is the shaded region shown in Fig. 25 .
The following theorem states how the region can be obtained from the curves considered so far.
Theorem 5: The region where the singular fade state lies on the line , is the inner envelope region formed by the singular fade state and the curves given in Lemma 16 and the straight lines and . Proof: The proof follows from Lemmas 14-16. For example, the region is obtained by finding the inner envelope region formed by the singular fade state (the point in Fig. 24 ) and the curves shown in Fig. 24 . The obtained region is the shaded region shown in Fig. 25 . The regions associated with all other singular fade states for 8-PSK signal set, can be obtained similarly. 
C. Channel Quantization for 4-PSK Signal Set
Consider the case when the nodes A and B use 4-PSK signal set. From Lemma 12, it follows that it is enough to consider the singular fade states which lie on the circle with radius . Also, it is enough to consider the region corresponding to the singular fade state . The regions corresponding to the rest of the singular fade states on the circle with radius can be obtained by symmetry. From Lemma 14, the region lies inside the wedge formed by the straight lines and (the straight lines and in Fig. 26) . To obtain the region , from Lemma 16, we need to consider the following curves: the unit circle centered at the origin (the circle in Fig. 26), , and (the straight lines and shown in Fig. 26 ). Since the singular fade state falls on the outermost circle, from Lemma 16, we also need to consider the unit circle centered at (the circle in Fig. 26) . The region , which is the inner envelope region formed by the point and the curves shown in Fig. 26 , is the shaded region in Fig. 26 . The regions corresponding to the other singular fade states which lie on the unit circle with radius can be obtained by symmetry and are the regions , , and , in Fig. 28 . The curves , , , and in Fig. 26 , after complex inversion, respectively, become the curves , , , and , shown in Fig. 27 . Taking the inner envelope region formed by the singular fade state and the curves in Fig. 27 , we get the region (the shaded region in Fig. 27 ). The regions corresponding to the other singular fade states which lie on the circle with radius obtained by symmetry, are the regions , and in Fig. 28 . Fig. 28 also shows clustering-independent region (the regions and ) which were obtained in Section VI-B. The remaining portion of the clustering-dependent region (the regions and in Fig. 28 ) are the regions associated with the singular fade states which lie on the unit circle. Putting all the pieces together, the channel quantization for 4-PSK signal set is as shown in Fig. 28 .
The channel quantization for 4-PSK signal set shown in Fig. 28 is the same as the one obtained by computer search for the NNC algorithm in [7, Fig. 10 ].
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS
All the simulation results shown in this section are for the case when the end nodes use 8-PSK signal set. For the case when 4-PSK signal set is used at the end nodes, the channel quantization as well as the clusterings obtained reduces to the one obtained using the NNC algorithm provided in [7] (for simulation results for this case, see [7] ). The performance of the proposed scheme is compared with that of the scheme based on the CNC algorithm proposed in [7] and also with that of the scheme in which bitwise XOR network code is used irrespective of channel conditions. The mapping from bits to complex symbols is assumed to be binary-to-decimal conversion mapping. Simulation curves showing the end-to-end bit error probability (BEP) as a function of SNR are provided, for different cases when the fading is Rayleigh and Rician. Assuming that the number of symbols per frame is 256, also provided are the plots showing the SNR versus throughput in bits/s/Hz. Note that the throughput in bits/s/Hz is defined to be times the spectral efficiency in bits/s/Hz, where denotes the frame error probability. For the proposed scheme, simulation results are provided for both the cases when Criterion 1 and Criterion 2 discussed in Section VII-A are employed to choose the network coding map at R. Simulation results indicate that the use of Criterion 1 and Criterion 2 result in nearly the same performance at high SNR. Throughout the rest of this section, if in a statement it is mentioned simply as "the proposed scheme" without specifically mentioning about the use of Criterion 1 or Criterion 2, then the statement is valid for both Criterion 1 and Criterion 2.
The proposed scheme is based on the removal of singular fade states, i.e., a minimum cluster distance greater than zero is ensured for all realizations of the fade state. Also, for the proposed scheme, it is ensured that the number of clusters in the clustering, which is the same as the size of the signal set used during the BC phase is equal to 8, which is the minimum required cardinality for 8-PSK signal set. In contrast, the CNC algorithm maximizes the minimum cluster distance and obtains the best distance profile for every realization of the fade state. But such an approach results in clusterings with a large number of clusters for many realizations of the channel fade state, which results in the use of signal sets of cardinality greater than 8 during the BC phase. Hence, the CNC algorithm suffers a degradation in performance during the BC phase due to the use of signal sets of cardinality greater than 8 during the BC phase, while the proposed scheme does not suffer from this disadvantage.
Performance advantage for the CNC algorithm over the proposed scheme, if at all any, should occur at the end of the MA phase, from the fact that it optimizes the entire distance profile unlike the proposed scheme which ensures a nonzero minimum cluster distance. To see this, simulation plots showing the average cluster error probability (CEP), which is the average probability that R decodes to the wrong cluster at the end of the MA phase, are also provided in this section. From the results in [18] , it follows that for sufficiently large SNR, for which the fall of SNR versus CEP curve (in log scale) is linear, 5 ensuring a nonzero minimum cluster distance by the removal of singular fade states alone matters. Optimizing the entire distance profile as in the CNC algorithm does not buy any additional advantage. In other words, for sufficiently large SNR, the SNR versus CEP performance is expected to be nearly the same for the CNC algorithm as well as the proposed scheme, which is confirmed by the simulation results presented. However, note that when the SNR is not sufficiently large, the SNR versus CEP performance of the CNC algorithm is better than that of the proposed scheme.
The high-SNR performance of the proposed scheme at the end of the MA phase is nearly the same as that of the CNC algorithm and the proposed scheme offers a better performance than the CNC algorithm during the BC phase. Hence, the end-to-end performance of the proposed scheme is expected to be better than that of the CNC algorithm at sufficiently large SNR, which is confirmed by the simulation results presented in this section.
Consider the case when the fading is Rayleigh and the fading coefficients , , , and are independent and where denotes a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance Fig. 29 shows the SNR versus CEP plot for this case. From Fig. 29 , it can be seen that at low SNR, the CNC algorithm offers a better CEP performance than the proposed scheme and at high SNR, the CEP is nearly the same for the CNC algorithm and the proposed scheme, consistent with the results in [18] . At high SNR, the CEP performance of the proposed scheme and the CNC algorithm are better than that of the XOR network code by 3.75 dB. From the SNR versus BEP plot and the SNR versus throughput plots shown in Figs. 30 and 31, it can be observed that at high SNR, the proposed scheme performs better than the CNC algorithm. Also, it can be observed that when the BEP is the proposed scheme and the CNC algorithm offer a gain of 2.88 and 1.85 dB, respectively, over the XOR network code.
In Figs. 32-34, similar plots are shown for the case when the channels are reciprocal, i.e., and, the fading coefficients and are independent and For this case, at high SNR, the CEP performance of the proposed scheme and the CNC algorithm are better than that of the XOR network code by 4.2 dB. The SNR versus BEP and the SNR versus throughput plots for this case are shown in Figs. 33 and 34, respectively. From Fig. 33 , it can be seen that when the BEP is , the proposed scheme and the CNC algorithm, respectively, offer a gain of 3.35 and 2.15 dB over the XOR network code.
Consider the case when the fading is Rayleigh, with the B-R and R-B links stronger than the A-R and R-A links by 5 dB, i.e., the fading coefficients are and the fading coefficients and are From the SNR versus CEP plot shown in Fig. 35 , it can be seen that the proposed scheme and the CNC algorithm perform 3.3 dB better than the XOR network code at high SNR. The SNR versus throughput curves at node A and node B for this case, are shown in Figs. 36 and 37, respectively. From Fig. 38 , which shows the SNR versus BEP plot at node A, it can be seen that for a BEP of , the proposed scheme offers a gain of 1.5 and 2.4 dB, respectively, over the CNC algorithm and the XOR network code. Similarly, it can be seen from Fig. 39 that at node B, the proposed scheme offers a gain of 0.8 and 2.9 dB, respectively, over the CNC algorithm and the XOR network code, when the BEP is . The gain offered by the proposed scheme over the CNC algorithm, is more at node A, since the effect of BC phase is more pronounced at node A than at node B, due to the weaker R-A link. Consider the case when the fading is Rician with a Rician factor 2 with independent channel fading coefficients 6 . From  Fig. 40 , a gain of 5.7 dB can be observed for the proposed scheme and the CNC algorithm over the XOR network code 6 In a Rician fading channel with a Rician factor the fading coefficients are of the form where at the end of the MA phase, at high SNR. The SNR versus BEP and the SNR versus throughput plots for this case are shown in Figs. 41 and 42, respectively. From Fig. 41 , it can be seen that at a BEP of , the proposed scheme and the scheme based on the CNC algorithm provide gains of 4.6 and 3.45 dB, respectively, over the XOR network code.
Consider the case when the fading is Rician with a Rician factor of 10 and all the fading coefficients are independent. From  Fig. 43 , it can be seen that when the CEP is the proposed scheme with Criterion 1 used at R, the proposed scheme with Criterion 2 used at R, and the CNC algorithm provide gains of nearly 11.45, 9.8, and 13.5 dB, respectively, over the XOR network code. Note that in the SNR range considered, the SNR versus CEP curves (in log scale) are not linear and hence we do not observe the performance of the proposed scheme and the CNC algorithm to be close. The SNR versus BEP and the SNR versus throughput plots for this case are shown in Figs. 44 and 45, respectively. From Fig. 44 , it can be seen that when the BEP is the proposed scheme with Criterion 1 used at R, the proposed scheme with Criterion 2 used at R, and the CNC algorithm provide gains of nearly 10, 8.4, and 11.3 dB, respectively, over the XOR network code. 
IX. DISCUSSION
It was shown that the problem of finding network coding maps for the wireless bidirectional relaying reduces to completing a finite number of PFLS. A quantization of the set of all possible channel realizations, based on the choice of the network coding map at R was obtained analytically. (6) , given in the statement of the lemma, is not possible. The only other possibility is and . Since is a power of 2, let , where is an integer. Consider the extension field of , which is the smallest field containing and . The field forms a vector space of dimension over , where denotes the Euler's totient function. The set , forms a set of basis vectors for the vector space. Assume that , which is the same as, (13) The quantities on the LHS and the RHS of (13) are elements of the field expressed as a linear combination of the basis vectors. Since this representation is unique, we can equate the set of complex exponentials which appear on the LHS and RHS of (13) and the corresponding scalars which scale these complex exponentials need to be equal. As a result, we have, and , for some integers and . Since it can be verified that the only possibility is and . Hence, the solution should satisfy , resulting in a contradiction. This completes the proof.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 3
For to be a singularity-removal constraint corresponding to the singular fade state , we have (14) Equating the amplitudes on both sides of (14) , one obtains which leads to the following two cases:
Case (i): Case (ii): Equating the phases on both the sides of (14) leads to (15) Combining Case (i) above and (15) gives i.e., the singularity-removal constraint is of the form . In other words, the clustering should satisfy this symmetry.
Combining Case (ii) above and (15) , gives rise to two distinct constraints, which fills two cells in the th row. Similarly, the two constraints corresponding to also fills two cells in the th row. Hence, in each row, four cells are filled. By a similar argument, four cells are filled in each column. Since the same symbol fills in two of the cells, a total of symbols are used in the partial filling of Latin Square. As a result, a 4-plex of order with symbols is obtained. Case (ii) or : when or , from Lemmas 6 and 7, for each value of , , it can be verified that the two singularity-removal constraints are not distinct. Only two cells are filled in each row and each column. As a result, a 2-plex of order is obtained.
APPENDIX F PROOF OF LEMMA 9
Since the elements of both the sets and are distinct, the following singularity-removal constraints in Lemma 6, can be combined Similarly, the following singularity-removal constraints can also be combined:
In this way, a 4-plex of order is obtained from the PFLS for the case when and both and are even or both are odd. Following, exactly the same procedure, the lemma can be proved for the case when one between and is odd and the other is even. This completes the proof.
APPENDIX G PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The singularity-removal constraints for the singular fade state are given in Lemma 6.
Assuming
, The singularity-removal constraints given in Lemma 6 can be rewritten as (17) (18) where . From (17) , the second entry in the singularity-removal constraint can be obtained from the first entry by traversing rows downward and columns to the right. Similarly, from (18) , the second entry in the singularity-removal constraint can be obtained from the first entry by traversing rows downward and columns to the left. Consider the case when is even. Since is odd, should be odd.
Case (i): is even
The first cell in the singularity-removal constraint (17) has its row index even and column index odd. The second cell in the singularity-removal constraint in (17) is obtained from the first cell by traversing rows forward and columns to the right. Similarly, the first cell in the singularity-removal constraint (18) has its row and column indices even. The second cell in the singularity-removal constraint in (18) is obtained from the first cell by traversing rows forward and columns to the left. By virtue of its construction, it can be verified that the Latin Square satisfies these conditions.
APPENDIX K PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Before we prove Theorem 4, we introduce some notations and prove some lemmas.
From Lemma 11 given in Section VI-B, it is clear that once we obtain , can be obtained by complex inversion. Hence, in the following discussion it is assumed that . Let denote the circles centered at the origin with radii . Let denote the unit circle centered at the origin. Let denote the set of circles whose centers are the singular fade states which lie on and radii equal to . Let denote the set of circles whose centers are the singular fade states which lie on and have unit radii. Lemma 17: The region is the unshaded region obtained when the interior regions of all the circles which belong to the sets and are shaded. Proof: From Section II, it can be seen that the points in the difference constellation lie on circles with radii , for some . The region is given in (10) . Let and .
From (10), we have
The result follows from the fact that is the interior of the circle with center at the singular fade state and radius . Note that for the case when , is the minimum among all and it is enough to consider for this case.
In the rest of the discussion, it is imagined that the interiors of all the circles which belong to the sets and are shaded. Lemma 18: For the inequality, From (25), using standard trigonometric identities, it follows that For , the right-hand side (RHS) of the inequality (23) is zero whereas the left-hand side (LHS) is a positive quantity and hence the inequality(23) reverses direction.
The circles are split into different groups as follows:
. The region between the outermost circle and the innermost circle in is called the ring formed by . Note that the outermost and innermost circles in are, respectively, and . Lemma 19: The rings formed by are fully shaded.
Proof: To prove the lemma, we show that the region between the circles and is fully shaded . The circles and shown in Fig. 46 have centers at the origin . Let and be two points on the circle with angular separation , which are the centers of two circles in the set , whose intersection points are denoted as and in Fig. 46 . Let and denote the intersection points of the line segment with the circles and , respectively. From Fig. 46 , to show that the region between the circles and is completely shaded, it is enough to show that and , where and are the radii of the circles and , respectively. From Fig. 46, it can . To complete the proof, we need to show that the region between the circles and is fully shaded. So far, we have made use of the fact that the interiors of the circles which belong to the set are shaded. Making use of the fact that the interior of the circles in the set are shaded and following a similar procedure, it can be shown that the region between the circles and is fully shaded.
Among all the circles , is the outermost. In the following lemma, it is shown that the region between the circles and is fully shaded. Lemma 20: The region between the circles and is fully shaded.
Proof: In between and , the circles form different rings which are fully shaded, as shown in Lemma 19. A pair of rings may overlap or may not overlap. In either case, to prove the lemma, it is enough to show that the region between the innermost circle in (which is ) and is fully shaded . The circles and are shown in Fig. 47 . Also shown are two shaded circles which belong to the set , whose centers and differ by an angular separation of and have unit radii. The shaded circles intersect at and , as shown in Fig. 47. From Fig. 47, since is the bisector of , we have . Also, (angle in a semicircle). Hence, we have . To show that the region between and is completely shaded, it is enough to show that the radius of is less than , i.e., we need to show the inequality (30) Since is a decreasing function of , we have, , i.e.,
Adding to both the sides of (31), we obtain which is the same as (30).
Lemma 21: For , all the circles which belong to the sets totally lie inside the circle
Proof:
The circles belonging to the set have the absolute value of their centers and radius . The circle is centered at the origin and has radius . Hence, to prove the lemma, it is enough to show that for It is enough to show that i.e., we need to show that , for . Let be the solution of the equation . The function is a monotonically decreasing function of and is a monotonically increasing function of . Hence, for , where is the least integer greater than or equal to , . It can be verified that and hence . Lemma 22: Consider the circles which belong to the sets , . The portion of the interior region of the circles considered, lies inside the outer envelope of the set of circles , if is even and inside the outer envelope of the set of circles , if is odd. Proof: We prove the lemma for the case when is even. The proof for the case when is odd is similar and is omitted. The circles which belong to the set are of unit radii and their centers lie on the circle . The circles which belong to the sets , , even, also have unit radii and have their centers on the circle . Two circles belonging to the set , with centers at A and B, are shown in Fig. 48 . Also shown in Fig. 48 is a circle in the set whose center is at D. Following a procedure similar to the one used in Lemma 19, it can be shown that the two circles from the set touch each other at a point denoted by (see Fig. 48 Now we are ready to give the proof of Theorem 4, which is as follows. Consider the sets of circles and . The circles belonging to the set have centers at , and they have unit radii. Similarly, the circles belonging to the set have centers at and they have unit radii. Since we consider , it is enough to consider those for which has radius greater than or equal to one. Since for , if and only if , it is enough to consider such that . Since, by Lemma 20, the region between the circles and is fully shaded, among the sets , it is enough to consider those which contain circles which lie outside .
From Lemma 21, circles in those sets , for which alone can lie outside , for . From Lemma 22, the interior of the circles which belong to the sets , lies totally inside the outer envelope of the circles and . Also, it can be verified that the circle lies in the union of the interior regions of the circles which belong to the sets and Hence, the unshaded region for is the exterior region of the outer envelope of the circles which belong to the sets and . The proof is complete for . For , among all the circles , only and have radius greater than or equal to one. Hence, Lemma 21 becomes irrelevant and the proof holds for as well. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
